Monolithic Mesophase Silica with Large Ordering Domains
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Abstract: Two-dimensional X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses of transparent mesoscopically ordered silica/block copolymer composite monoliths reveal single-crystal-like patterns that correspond to well-ordered hexagonal domains that are greater than 1 cm × 1 mm × 1 mm in size. Analyses of the diffraction patterns reveal highly uniform hexagonal domains with narrow distributions of orientational order that are characterized by a φ-mosaic smaller than 2° in the plane of the hexagonal lattice and a γ-mosaic smaller than 11° along the cylindrical aggregate axes. XRD and TEM results also show that the composite monoliths have large well-ordered cubic mesophase domains in the meniscus regions of the samples. Boundaries between the hexagonal and cubic domains in the monoliths reflect gradual transitions between the two epitaxially related structures. Such large single-domain hexagonal and cubic mesostructures were furthermore preserved following removal of the organic species by calcination to produce mesoporous silica monoliths.

Introduction

Progress in the development of new synthesis and processing strategies for preparing mesoscopically ordered inorganic mesoporous materials, such as the MCM and SBA families of mesoporous oxides,¹,² is leading to new levels of design and control over material compositions and structures. Initially, these materials were synthesized as powders suitable for catalytic and separation applications with a variety of ordered mesophase architectures, including hexagonal, lamellar, and cubic structures. Since then, efforts to improve the processability of these materials have led to low-molecular-weight surfactant/inorganic mesophase composites or mesoporous solids in the form of films,³−⁷ spheres,⁸−¹⁰ and orientationally ordered solids.¹¹−¹³ Several authors have reported aligned silica–surfactant mesostructures in thin films produced at various interfaces,¹³−¹⁷ in addition, Ryoo et al.¹⁴ have produced thick mesoporous films with uniform birefringence, though the degree of alignment was not further characterized. Generally, materials with such macroscopic morphologies have tended to have diminished mesoscopic ordering, reduced thermal stability, and/or small domain sizes, which constrain their utility for a number of applications, particularly in optics.

Substantial processing advantages have been demonstrated, and larger mesoscopic ordering length scales achieved, by using amphiphilic block copolymers as structure-directing agents for network-forming inorganic species, instead of low-molecular-weight surfactants. For example, silica/block copolymer materials have been synthesized with high degrees of mesoscopic order in a variety of macroscopic morphologies, including powders,² films,¹⁸ fibers,¹⁹ and monoliths.²⁰−²¹ Using a combination of polymer and sol–gel processing techniques, films or fibers can be prepared with high degrees of orientational order.¹⁸,¹⁹ This has created opportunities for a variety of new applications where molecular-level alignment and organization may provide enhanced material or device properties, such as in lasers or...
follows: 24 0.542 g of Pluronic F127 (EO 106 PO 70 EO 106, BASF USA, PEO) amphiphilic block copolymer species as structure-directing agents.

**Experimental Section**

Transparent block copolymer/silica monoliths were synthesized in an acidic silica sol–gel solution containing nonionic poly(ethylene oxide)–poly(propylene oxide)–poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO–PPO–PEO) amphiphilic block copolymer species as structure-directing agents. The specific conditions used for the samples studied here were as follows: 24

0.542 g of Pluronic F127 (EO106PO70EO106, BASF USA, Mount Olive, NJ) was added to a solution of 1.4 mL of 3HCl (pH 1.5) and 5.0 mL of ethanol-d (CH3CH2O2H), and the solution was stirred until the block copolymer had completely dissolved. The amount of block copolymer could be varied from 0.5 to 1.0 g, depending upon processing conditions, and produced results similar to those of the sample examined here. While the solution was still being stirred, 2.0 mL of tetraethoxysilane (TEOS, Aldrich Chemicals) was added, forming a homogeneous mixture in approximately 10 min. The solution was then transferred to a 30-mL poly(propylene) vial and sealed tightly for 12 h. The vial lid was then removed until gelation of the sol solution occurred (3–4 days), after which the vial was resealed. The sealed samples were subsequently allowed to age at room temperature for 6 weeks. At the end of this period, the products had shrunk ~20% in diameter yet retained the shape of their containers. The samples were uncovered and stored at room temperature to allow excess solvent to evaporate, resulting in 1–2-mm-thick, 2.5-cm-diameter transparent disks.

Two-dimensional (2D) X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies were performed with the X-ray beam delivered by a copper rotating anode generator and punctually focused by two perpendicular mirrors, as described elsewhere. 25 The scattered X-rays were detected either on imaging plates or on photographic films for better resolution. The experimental setup is illustrated schematically in Figure 1 for the two X-ray beam configurations used: one in which the X-ray beam was directed parallel to the principal axes of the cylindrical aggregates and the other with the beam sent normal to the cylinder axes.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were taken with a JEOL 2010 electron microscope operating at 200 keV. Samples were prepared by grinding pieces of the composites into powders and depositing the powders on amorphous carbon-coated copper grids for analysis.

**Results and Discussion**

Transparent silica/block copolymer composite monoliths and opaque mesoporous silica monoliths were synthesized with high degrees of mesoscopic order in large aligned domains. Long-range, single-crystal-like mesostructural organization and macroscopic orientational order in the samples were established using 2D X-ray diffraction and TEM. Such large domain sizes with very narrow distributions of orientational order ($P_X = 0.99$ for the hexagonal phase) have not previously been observed in inorganic/organic or mesoporous monoliths.

**Large Single-Domain Hexagonal Mesostructures.** Two-dimensional X-ray diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 2 for a single 1.5-cm $\times$ 1-mm $\times$ 1-mm domain taken from a 50 wt % EO106PO70EO106/SiO2 monolith. The patterns in Figure 2 are from the same region of the same sample but were acquired with different orientations of the X-ray beam, as illustrated schematically in Figure 1. For the 2D XRD pattern shown in Figure 2a, the X-ray beam was directed parallel to the principal axes of the hexagonally arranged cylindrical aggregates within the domain, yielding a 6-fold hexagonal spot pattern. The pattern displays six intense (10) reflections with 6-fold symmetry, characteristic of the two-dimensional hexagonal lattice. In addition, several higher order (11) and (20) reflections are observed at $\sqrt{3}$ and 2 times the scattering vector modulus of the (10) reflection, confirming the hexagonal assignment (similar to SBA-15 materials). 25,26 The lattice parameter for this hexagonal structure was calculated to be $a = 129.4$ Å, based on the $d_{100}$ spacings of 111.9 Å. The six-spot hexagonal diffraction pattern in Figure 2a is representative of others acquired when the X-ray beam was directed through the plane of the sample disk, indicating that the cylindrical aggregates lie lengthwise within the plane of the disk, parallel to the air–sample interface.

Whereas polycrystalline materials yield circular 2D X-ray diffraction lines, the sharply resolved Bragg diffraction spots in Figure 2 indicate that the silica/EO106PO70EO106 sample is composed of a single hexagonal domain over the sample volume probed by the X-ray beam, $\sim 1$ mm$^3$. The overall size of such a highly aligned domain can be established by translating the sample piece through the X-ray beam and monitoring the constancy of the diffraction pattern. The hexagonal domain, whose diffraction pattern is featured in Figure 2, extended throughout the entire 1.5-cm $\times$ 1-mm $\times$ 1-mm volume of the piece cut from the monolith; identical diffraction patterns were produced at all points over this single piece. No additional spots or rotation of the pattern were observed, indicating a mesoscopically homogeneous single-crystal-like domain at least 1.5 cm long. Analyses of other sample pieces revealed highly aligned domains with similar length scales, typically $\sim 0.5$ cm$^3$ $\times$ 1 mm. To our knowledge, such large orientationally ordered domains obtained without shearing or other means of alignment have not previously been produced in inorganic–organic composites or mesoporous solids and are uncommon in liquid crystal systems as well. 26 Their appearance here is attributed to the slow annealing process employed to produce these monoliths, which is discussed in more detail below.

The widths of the X-ray diffraction spots obtained from a single hexagonal domain allow the ordering of the cylindrical aggregates to be assessed. For an ideal hexagonal mesophase, the cylinders would be arranged on a perfect hexagonal lattice, resulting in an X-ray diffraction pattern consisting of sharp spots with resolution-limited widths. Deviations from this ideal situation are manifested by broadening of the XRD reflections.
Broadening in the radial direction (i.e., from the reflection to the center of reciprocal space) is due either to a small domain size or to a gradual loss of the positional correlations of the hexagonal ordering. Broadening of the reflections into arcs along tangential directions (i.e., in planes perpendicular to the corresponding radial directions) is due to a distribution of cylindrical aggregate orientations in the aligned hexagonal domain. The degree of orientational order is then characterized by the corresponding radial directions) is due to a distribution of cylindrical aggregates along the director axis. Deviations of cylinder orientations away from perfect longitudinal alignment will produce broadening of the XRD pattern features, as measured from the fwhm (γ-mosaic) of the primary two-spot XRD reflections. Figure 2b shows the XRD pattern obtained for the same single-domain piece used in Figure 2a, but with the X-ray beam aimed perpendicular to the cylindrical aggregate axes (see Figure 1). The pattern in Figure 2b displays two intense narrow reflections with a fwhm (γ-mosaic) of 11°, corresponding to an order parameter of \( P_2 = 0.99 \), determined by fitting a Gaussian curve to the broader (lower) reflection. The vertical orientation and narrowness of the two-spot pattern establishes that, in real space, the cylindrical aggregates are highly aligned and that, over the volume probed (∼1 mm³), the average distribution of longitudinal cylinder orientations is less than ±6° from parallel alignment. Correlating the cylinder orientational ordering with the macroscopic location of the hexagonal domain in the monolith, furthermore, establishes that the aggregates are
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**Figure 2.** Two-dimensional (2D) X-ray diffraction patterns of an as-synthesized 50 wt % EO₁₀₆PO₇₀EO₁₀₆ block copolymer/silica composite acquired with the X-ray beam aligned (a) along and (b) perpendicular to the 6-fold symmetry axis of a single-crystal-like hexagonal domain. Well-resolved Bragg diffraction spots indicate that long-range ordering extends throughout the 1-mm³ sample volume probed by the X-ray beam. In (a), the (10) spacing is measured to be 111.9 Å, with a fwhm of 2° for the primary reflections. Higher order (11) and (20) reflections can also be observed, indicative of a highly periodic mesostucture. The insets in (a) and (b) display the azimuthal radial intensity distributions of one of the (10) reflections and the Gaussian curve fits used to calculate the \( \phi \)-mosaic (fwhm = 2°) and \( \chi \)-mosaic (fwhm = 11°), respectively.

These well-defined Bragg reflections result from very small deviations in the arrangements and alignments of the cylindrical aggregates from perfect hexagonal symmetry.

Of particular interest for the hexagonal structure are the continuity and orientational ordering of the cylindrical aggregates along the director axis. Due to the small sizes of mesoscopically ordered powder particles or domains present in most inorganic/organic samples investigated in the literature, cylinder lengths longer than several micrometers have not previously been demonstrated. However, from the large single hexagonal domains present within the silica/EO₁₀₆PO₇₀EO₁₀₆ composites, aggregate lengths larger than 1 cm are measured. For a perfectly ordered system, the cylindrical aggregates would lie straight and align parallel to each other. Consequently, an X-ray beam directed perpendicular to such an array would produce an XRD pattern consisting of two primary spots oriented perpendicular to the cylinder axes. Deviations of cylinder orientations away from perfect longitudinal alignment will produce broadening of the XRD pattern features, as measured from the fwhm (γ-mosaic) of the primary two-spot XRD reflections. Figure 2b shows the XRD pattern obtained for the same single-domain piece used in Figure 2a, but with the X-ray beam aimed perpendicular to the cylindrical aggregate axes (see Figure 1). The pattern in Figure 2b displays two intense narrow reflections with a fwhm (γ-mosaic) of 11°, corresponding to an order parameter of \( P_2 = 0.99 \), determined by fitting a Gaussian curve to the broader (lower) reflection. The vertical orientation and narrowness of the two-spot pattern establishes that, in real space, the cylindrical aggregates are highly aligned and that, over the volume probed (∼1 mm³), the average distribution of longitudinal cylinder orientations is less than ±6° from parallel alignment. Correlating the cylinder orientational ordering with the macroscopic location of the hexagonal domain in the monolith, furthermore, establishes that the aggregates are

---

aligned parallel to the air-sample interface of the monolithic disk. These measurements indicate a higher degree of orientational order than has been produced in other bulk inorganic/organic systems, or by shearing Pluronic block copolymers, which usually produces $\chi$-mosaics of $\sim20-30^\circ$. The high degree of orientational ordering is comparable to that of highly aligned liquid crystal systems.

After calcination, pieces cut from the monolith retain their macroscopic shapes and well-ordered hexagonal mesostructures, though transparency is lost due to microcracking within the silica matrix. Several as-synthesized pieces with large single hexagonal domains ($\sim0.5 \text{ cm} \times 2 \text{ mm} \times 1 \text{ mm}$) were calcined at 450 °C in air, yielding sharp XRD patterns, such as that shown in Figure 3. The sharp hexagonal spot pattern observed for the primary (10) reflections reveals that a high degree of hexagonal mesostructural ordering and long-range alignment have been preserved within the calcined single domain. Substantial shrinkage of the mesostructured silica framework is observed following calcination, with the (10) reflection measured to be 93.3 Å (reduced from 111.9 Å in the as-synthesized sample), corresponding to a lattice parameter of $a = 107.7$ Å (reduced from 129.4 Å). Despite this 17% contraction of the lattice constant, the hexagonal ordering of the cylindrical array remains remarkably good, with the fwhm ($\phi$-mosaic) of the primary (10) reflections measured to be $8^\circ$. In addition, the higher order (11), (20), and (21) peaks become more intense. This is attributed to the greater electron density contrast between the silica walls and the open mesopore channels, which causes the samples to scatter the incident X-rays more strongly after removal of the structure-directing block copolymer species. The $\phi$-mosaic of the calcined hexagonal mesoporous silica domain is larger than that measured for the composite precursor domain (fwhm = 2°, Figure 2a), indicating somewhat diminished orientational order within the calcined sample.

Additional structural information on deformations and defect structures in the calcined mesophase silica domain can be obtained from the diffuse scattering and locations of higher-order Bragg reflections in the 2D XRD pattern in Figure 3. Straight diffuse lines extending between the individual (10) reflections form a diffuse hexagon that is visible in Figure 3 and more weakly so in Figure 2a. Such lines have previously been observed in X-ray scattering patterns of hexagonal mesostructures of low-molar-mass thermotropic mesogens and have been interpreted as arising from localized defects, such as dislocations of the hexagonal lattice. More noticeably, two additional rows of weak reflections are present in the scattering patterns (most clearly seen along the vertical axis) of Figure 3, which were also observed prior to calcination. These reflections do not belong to the hexagonal lattice but appear to correspond to an oriented epitaxially related mesostructure. We believe that these additional reflections arise from a small amount (roughly a few percent from the relative XRD intensities) of another ordered mesostructure, possibly cubic (see below). Bragg reflection intensities and TEM images also demonstrate a slight distortion of the hexagonal ordering, due to preferential thickening of the silica walls along the dense (10) plane axes. Indeed, significant differences exist among the relative intensities of the six (10) spots, as shown in the inset of Figure 3: the two reflections at $0^\circ$ and $180^\circ$ are much more intense than the other four. Rotation of the sample within the beam lessened the intensity differences but did not eliminate them. From the diffraction pattern alone, however, it is difficult to judge with certainty whether the intensity distribution arises from a significant structural feature or may be due to misalignment of the sample within the X-ray beam.

To complement the structural analysis provided by XRD, the calcined single hexagonal domain was powdered and analyzed also by TEM. Figure 4 shows a representative micrograph of the hexagonal structure observed throughout this sample, similar to that observed in hexagonal SBA-15 materials. Along with the well-ordered honeycomb structures, areas of reduced order are also visible in the lower right corner of the image, appearing as modulated “cylinder/layer” structures. In these regions, the silica walls separating the cylindrical channels have thickened preferentially along the hexagonal (10) planes, producing a structure that appears as hexagonally spaced pores interspersed with silica lamellae. Similar thickening of the hydrophilic regions has been observed in hexagonal-to-cubic-to-lamellar phase transformations in liquid crystal systems, where the denser planes in the hexagonal structure become the layers of the lamellar structure. The periodicity and hexagonal arrangement of the channels are unaffected, so that the diffraction pattern(s) from these regions coincide with that of the bulk hexagonal phase, though the thicker (10) walls lead to greater scattering intensity normal to the plane(s). As the diffraction pattern of a purely lamellar structure consists of two (10) spots aligned normal to the layers, the fact that the thicker silica walls in some

Figure 3. 2D XRD pattern obtained from a hexagonally ordered mesoporous silica structure following calcination. The sample configuration is the same as in Figure 2a, yielding (10), (11), (20), (21), and (30) reflections. The sharp diffraction spots and higher order peaks indicate that the structure is predominantly a highly ordered single domain. The lattice constant is 107.7 Å, and the inset displays the azimuthal radial intensity distribution of the (10) reflections, which indicates a $\phi$-mosaic of fwhm = $8^\circ$. A small amount of cubic impurity is also present.

regions of the sample have a degree of lamellar character is consistent with the increased intensities of the 0° and 180° (10) reflections (Figure 3, inset). Furthermore, correlating the XRD intensity distribution with the macroscopic orientation of the domain within the original monolith establishes that these thicker (10) planes are uniformly parallel to the air–sample interface. These modulated cylinder/layer regions are believed to result from block copolymer and/or solvent concentration gradients near a phase boundary, with the resultant structures kinetically trapped by the polymerizing silica network.

Large Mesostructured Cubic Domains. Near the outer edges of the transparent as-synthesized disk monoliths, large single domains are found with high degrees of cubic mesostructural ordering. Such cubic domains, both in as-synthesized composites and in calcined mesoporous solids, yield highly resolved 2D XRD spot patterns, such as those shown in Figure 5. These each display four intense (100) spots, along with several (110) and (200) reflections at higher angles. The clear 4-fold symmetry and 1:1/2:1/2 d-spacing of the reflections identify the structures as cubic. This was confirmed by rotating the samples 90° in the X-ray beam and observing an identical diffraction pattern, corresponding to the existence of three mutually orthogonal 4-fold symmetry axes. From Figure 5a, the lattice spacing of the as-synthesized cubic mesostructured domains was measured to be a = 97 Å, substantially smaller than the spacing observed for the hexagonal domains found in the bulk region of the same as-synthesized composite monolith. However, the φ-mosaic of the cubic lattice was similar, with a (100) fwhm of less than 3° (as shown from the radial intensity distribution plot in the inset of Figure 5a), characteristic of a highly periodic, single cubic mesophase domain with high structural fidelity over distances of ~1–2 mm.

Calcination of the composite cubic domains yielded mesoporous cubic silica with comparable mesoscopic ordering and macroscopic morphologies. 2D XRD analyses indicate that high degrees of mesostructural order and alignment are preserved in the calcined cubic products. As determined from Figure 5b, the cubic (100) d-spacing shrank 4% to 93.1 Å, and the fwhm of these reflections broadened only slightly to 4°. The higher order (110), (200), and (210) reflections also increased in intensity, consistent with increased electron density contrast created by removing the organic moieties from the pores. A representative TEM micrograph obtained from the calcined cubic material is displayed in Figure 6, showing a highly periodic cubic array of ~30-Å spherical pores with ~40-Å-thick silica matrix. (The TEM images provide only approximate estimates of pore size, as the structures have been observed to shrink under the electron beam. In addition, the fracture surface image may not be at the midplane of the pores or the sample may be tilted with respect to the electron beam, so that the actual pore sizes associated with the TEM image of Figure 6 may be larger.)

Translation of the X-ray beam across a large piece of the as-synthesized monolith revealed that the cubic domains are located along the outer rim of the disk monolith and are also present in a thin (<0.1 mm) layer at the air–sample interface. The cubic mesophase is believed to form in regions of the macroscopic monolith that experience faster solvent evaporation and silica polymerization rates, namely near the air–monolith interfaces. Scanning the X-ray beam radially from the edge of the disk into the bulk center revealed well-defined cubic scattering patterns for 1–2 mm, followed by patterns indicating a mixed-phase cubic/hexagonal zone ~1 mm thick and a purely hexagonal region in the monolith center thereafter. Within the mixed-phase regions, the hexagonal and cubic mesophases were epitaxially related, with the hexagonal cylinder director axes in registry with the cubic (111) direction, consistent with previous studies of cubic/hexagonal phase transitions.35 Along the most highly curved meniscus regions, the cubic diffraction pattern (not shown here) was distorted, characterized by a 2-fold symmetry axis, broader d100 line widths, and non-Gaussian intensity distributions. This reduced ordering is attributed to the large gradients in solvent concentration that are expected to exist near the air–monolith surface, which lead to spatially varying rates of block copolymer self-assembly, structural annealing, and silica polymerization.

The epitaxial relationship between the cubic and hexagonal mesophase domains provides important insight into the formation and evolution of these nonequilibrium structures. Previous studies of the phase behavior of amphiphilic EO106PO70EO106 in mixed water/oil solutions6 have shown that the cubic phase is favored at lower concentrations of block copolymer (20–60 wt % to water) and hydrophobic additives (<10 wt % 1-butanol or p-xylene). Above these concentrations, lamellar or hexagonal structures are favored. For the conditions considered here, the phase/synthesis space is substantially more complicated, because of the multicomponent, and particularly nonequilibrium (drying, self-assembling, polymerizing), characteristics of the monolith system. Nevertheless, the presence of hydrophilic solvents (water and ethanol) and oligomeric silica at the beginning of the synthesis reduce the concentration of the structure-directing EO106PO70EO106 species to roughly 7 wt % of the total solution, favoring formation of a cubic or disordered mesophase; this is supported by the lack of birefringence of the initial bulk composite sols. Due to the higher rate of solvent evaporation near the surface of the monolith compared to the bulk, it is probable that the cubic mesophase forms first near the air–sample interface by the relatively rapid polymerization of the silica, which solidifies the cubic composite mesostructure. This is consistent with separate mesostructured silica thin-film syntheses18 using the same EO106PO70EO106 block copolymer structure-directing agent, which produced cubic structures under rapid drying conditions similar to those produced at the upper

meniscus of the bulk samples. In the interior of the monolith, slow transport of the water and ethanol solvents to the evaporation surface causes the system to cross gradually into the hexagonal region of the multicomponent phase/synthesis-space diagram. As this takes place, nucleation and growth of hexagonal mesostructures occur at, and emanate from, the (111) cubic direction into the bulk regions of the monolith. Slow cross-linking of the silica allows large oriented hexagonal EO106 PO70-EO106 mesophase domains to form and thereby organize the silica network before it becomes too rigid to permit further annealing or structural adjustments. The slow rates of the evaporation and polymerization processes allow the composites to anneal into large highly ordered and aligned hexagonal (or cubic) mesophase domains. More rapid evaporation of the solvent or polymerization of the silica (e.g., under more acidic conditions or at higher temperatures) resulted in poorly ordered mesophase monoliths and smaller domain sizes.

The epitaxial relationship and orientations of the cubic and hexagonal mesophases support initial formation of the cubic structure, followed by the appearance of cylindrical aggregates that are oriented with respect to both the interfacial cubic structure and the surfaces of the bulk monolith composite. The kinetic mechanisms and nonequilibrium processes that are responsible for the organization of the silica/block copolymer mesophases into such large highly ordered domains are currently under detailed investigation in our laboratories.

Figure 5. 2D XRD patterns of the cubic domains obtained from the meniscus region of a 50 wt % EO106PO35EO106/silica composites: (a) as-synthesized and (b) calcined. The sharp reflections indicate uniform long-range cubic mesostructural ordering, characterized by \(d_{100} = 97.0 \text{ Å}\) and fwhm = 3° for the as-synthesized sample, and \(d_{100} = 93.1 \text{ Å}\) and fwhm = 4° for the calcined material. Azimuthal radial intensity distributions of the (100) reflections are shown in the insets, indicating the high uniformity of the cubic ordering in these samples.

Figure 6. Representative TEM image from the same calcined cubic sample as used in Figure 5b. The structure appears to be composed of spherical pores (~30 Å in diameter) arranged on a cubic lattice; shrinkage of the material under the electron beam precludes definitive quantitative determination of feature dimensions. The cubic lattice appears to be slightly rectangular due to imperfect alignment with respect to the incident electron beam; the cubic symmetry is unambiguously established by X-ray diffraction (see Figure 5b).

Conclusions

Use of nonionic block copolymer structure-directing agents at high concentrations and under acidic pH conditions allows transparent silica/EO106PO35EO106 block copolymer monoliths to be prepared with large single-domain hexagonal and cubic mesostructures. 2D X-ray analyses reveal these domains to be much more highly orientationally ordered than other organic—inorganic composite materials and comparable to well-aligned liquid crystal systems, with \(\phi\)-mosaics of \(2-8^\circ\) and \(\chi\)-mosaics of \(\sim 10^\circ\). A cubic mesophase was present along the edges and meniscus of the monolith examined; the interior of the bulk composite consisted of large hexagonal domains, in which the cylindrical axes were aligned parallel to the external monolith surface. Such structures arise because of interrelated nonequilibrium solvent evaporation, block copolymer self-assembly, and silica polymerization processes. Strategies based on these insights are expected to permit improved design and control of
the architecture and macroscopic orientation of mesoscopically ordered materials, with positive implications for optical and separations applications, where bulk anisotropy may be beneficial.
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